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ELT well activity since June 2015
Since last time

**ELT well** now has new premises in Parkfield, Lancaster
Since last time

and there is a new **ELT well** facebook site
Since last time

bespoke language courses for adult learners

ELT well now offers 1:1 and small group immersion courses for dyslexic adult learners who have tried everything else...
Ruth Hayman Trust

**ELT well** has been supporting the RHT by promoting their **Star Challenge** and designing a new quiz for them to sell on their stall:

*Food of the World*

*a quiz for hungry travellers*
Since last time

The FutureLearn and Lancaster University MOOC “Dyslexia and foreign language learning” ran again with 18,000 enrolled participants.
Since last time

**ELT well** has helped to set up a new IATEFL SIG (special interest group):

**Inclusive Practices and SEN**
Since last time

**DysTEFL 2**

The materials have been updated and extended and will be celebrated - and taught - at a conference and training week in Lodz in June.
And my colleague Judit Kormos has a new book coming out soon: *The Second Language Learning Processes of Students with Specific Learning Difficulties*.